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Abstract. For T a continuous map from a compact metric space
to itself and f a continuous function, we study the minimum of the
integral of f with respect to the members of the family of invariant
measures for T and in particular the rate at which this minimum
is approached when the minimum is restricted to the family of
invariant measures supported on periodic orbits of period at most
N . We answer a question of Yuan and Hunt by demonstrating
that the error of approximation decays faster than N−k for all
k > 0, and show that this is sharp by giving examples for which
the approximation error does not decay faster than this.

1. Introduction

Let T : X → X be a continuous map from a compact metric space
to itself and let F : X → R be a continuous function of X. We let
Minv(T ) denote the collection of Borel probability measures that are
invariant under T . It is well known that this set is non-empty and
compact in the weak∗-topology. An invariant measure µ will be called
a minimizing measure for f if

∫
f dµ ≤

∫
f dν for all ν ∈ Minv(T ).

For the purposes of this paper, we work in the case where X is a
one-sided full shift and T is the shift map. For a point x in X, we
use the notation xt

s to denote the word xsxs+1 . . . xt. We equip X
with its standard metric: two points x and y are at a distance 2−n

if they first disagree in the nth position. The functions f that we
consider will be Hölder continuous or Lipschitz. Various versions of
the following conjecture and related questions appeared in a number
of papers [7, 8, 10, 13]. The conjecture itself remains open.

Conjecture 1. Let (X,T ) be the one-sided full shift on a finite alphabet
and let F denote the collection of Hölder continuous functions with a
fixed exponent α or the collection of Lipschitz functions. Then the set
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of f in F for which there is a minimizing measure that is supported on a
periodic orbit is a residual subset of F (i.e. it contains the intersection
of a countable collection of dense open sets).

Bousch [2] established a version of the conjecture in which the func-
tions are taken to satisfy the “Walters condition” and Bousch and
Jenkinson [3] demonstrated that it failed in the case where F is taken
to be the class of continuous functions. We remark that in the litera-
ture, it has been traditional to work with maximizing measures rather
than minimizing measures. However the normal form given below due
to Conze and Guivarc’h [9] and subsequently discovered independently
by Bousch [1] and Contreras, Lopes and Thieullen [8] means that it is
more convenient to work with minimizing measures.

It has been shown in considerable generality (i.e. for many transfor-
mations and classes of functions) by Jenkinson [11] that the set of f
for which there is a unique minimizing measure is residual.

We note that although it is conjectured that for a residual set of
f , the measure minimizing the integral is periodic, it is straightfor-
ward to give examples of functions f whose minimizing measure is
not supported on a periodic orbit. To see this, let Y be any uniquely
ergodic subshift of the full shift (e.g. the Morse system). Defining
f(x) = d(x, Y ) gives a function whose unique minimizing measure
is the invariant measure supported on Y . Further, by the Jewett-
Krieger theorem, for any ergodic measure-preserving transformation
(X, S) of finite entropy, there is a uniquely ergodic subshift (Y, T ) that
is measure-theoretically isomorphic to (X, S), so that there are many f
for which the minimizing measure is not supported on a periodic orbit.

Although we do not resolve the conjecture above in this paper, it
remains of interest to quantify the rate at which

∫
f dν approaches∫

f dµ (where µ is the minimizing measure) as ν ranges over periodic
points of increasing periods. This question was raised explicitly by
Yuan and Hunt [13]. More specifically, for a periodic point p, we denote
by P (p) its period and by µp the unique invariant measure supported
on the orbit of p. We further denote PerN = {µp : P (p) ≤ N}.

For a given function f , let µ be the minimizing measure. We define
∆(N) as follows:

∆(N) = min
ν∈PerN

(∫
f dν −

∫
f dµ

)
.

Yuan and Hunt noted that in many examples that have been studied,
∆(N) decays exponentially in N . They obtained a bound of ∆(N) =
O(N−k) for a fixed k determined by the dimension of the ambient space.
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Collier and Morris [6] produce examples such that ∆(N) decays slower
than exponentially (specifically they achieve ∆(N) = Ω(exp(−N ε))).

Our main result is the following

Theorem 2. Let (X, T ) denote the one-sided full shift on a finite al-
phabet. Let F denote the class of Hölder continuous functions with a
fixed exponent α or the class of Lipschitz functions. Then for every
f ∈ F , we have for each k > 0, ∆(N) = o(N−k).

This bound is sharp in the following sense. Suppose that we are given
an h ≥ 0, an M > eh, and a sequence (aN) such that for each k > 0,
aN = o(N−k). Then there exists a uniquely ergodic subshift Y of the
full shift X on M symbols such that

• defining f(x) = d(x, Y ), there is a subsequence Ni along which
∆(Ni) > aNi

.
• The entropy of Y is h.

Corollary 3. The conclusions of Theorem 2 hold also for the class of
C2 expanding maps and Axiom A diffeomorphisms restricted to hyper-
bolic sets.

Let (X,T ) be a one-sided full shift and let µ be an invariant measure.
For a measure ν, let c(ν, µ) = maxx∈supp(ν) miny∈supp(µ) d(x, y). Notice
that the Hausdorff distance between supp(µ) and supp(ν) is given by
max(c(ν, µ), c(µ, ν)). We define

∆′
µ(N) = min

ν∈PerN

c(ν, µ).

The proof of our main theorem (Theorem 2) above also gives the
following result

Theorem 4. Let (X,T ) be a one-sided full shift and let µ be any in-
variant measure. Then for all k, ∆′

µ(N) = o(N−k).
This is sharp in the following sense. Fix any sequence (aN) such that

for each k, aN = o(N−k). Then there exists an invariant measure µ
such that for infinitely many N , ∆′

µ(N) > aN .

The above shows that for any invariant measure µ and for any k,
we can find periodic orbits of period less than N , all of whose points
lie within N−k of the support of µ. One might ask whether there is a
periodic orbit such that the Hausdorff distance of its support from the
support of µ is less than N−k. One quickly sees that this is hopeless by
considering the case where µ has positive entropy. If the entropy of µ
is h, then the number of cylinders of length n intersecting the support
is at least ehn. In particular, for N fixed, let n = 1+b(log N)/hc. Since
the number of cylinders of length n exceeds N , any periodic orbit of
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period N or less must fail to enter one of the n-cylinders. In particular,
for any ν ∈ PerN , we have c(µ, ν) ≥ 2−n ≥ CN− log 2/h.

2. Proof of the Upper Bound

We remark in the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 2, that
although the conclusion does not depend on the entropy of the mini-
mizing measure, the proofs in the zero and positive entropy cases are
complementary. Specifically one is trying to construct a periodic or-
bit in the ambient shift space with small period such that the orbit
remains close to the support of the minimizing measure. We approxi-
mate the points staying close to the orbit by a shift of finite type whose
states correspond to words of length n that intersect the support of the
measure.

In the case where the entropy is 0, the approximation is possible es-
sentially by the pigeonhole principle: there are a subexponential num-
ber of words of length n and hence there must be a recurrence in a
subexponential time. This allows one to construct an approximating
orbit staying within a distance 2−n of the support with period at most
2n/k giving ∆(N) = o(N−k) for any k.

On the other hand, in the case where the entropy bound is positive, a
pigeonhole argument would only establish a bound of the form ∆(N) =
o(N−1/h). This was essentially the manner in which the bound was
given in Yuan and Hunt [13]. In the positive case, we make use of the
entropy to ensure that there are many possible transitions in the shift
of finite type and use these to guarantee the existence of a short cycle.
It turns out that the zero entropy argument follows from the proof that
we give in the positive entropy case, but we include the zero entropy
argument for its simplicity.

In proving an upper bound, we will need the following lemma to prove
the existence of periodic points with small period in certain shifts of
finite type.

Lemma 5. Suppose that Y is a shift of finite type (with forbidden
words of length 2) with M symbols and entropy h. Then Y contains a
periodic point of period at most 1 + Me1−h.

Proof. Let k+1 be the period of the shortest periodic orbit in Y . Then
we claim that a word of length k in the shift of finite type is determined
by the set of symbols that it contains. First note that since there is no
periodic orbit of length k or less, any allowed k-word must contain k
distinct symbols. Next, suppose that u and v are two distinct words
of length k containing the same symbols. Then since the words are
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distinct, there exists a consecutive pair of symbols, a and b say, in v
that occur in the opposite order (not necessarily consecutively) in u.
Then the infinite concatenation of the segment of u starting at b and
ending at a gives a word in Y of period at most k.

It then follows that there are at most
(

M
k

)
words of length k. We

therefore have using basic properties of topological entropy,

ehk ≤
(

M

k

)
≤ Mk

k!

≤ (Me/k)k.

Taking kth roots, we see that k ≤ Me1−h as required. �

Remarks.

(1) In graph-theoretic language, this lemma states that for a di-
rected graph on M vertices, the girth g satisfies g ≤ 1+Me/λ1,
where λ1 is the leading eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix.

We note the similarity with the Caccetta-Häggkvist conjec-
ture [4], which states that in a directed graph with minimum
out-degree δ+, g ≤ dM/δ+e. This remains open although there
are a number of results [5, 12] giving bounds of the form g ≤
M/δ+ + C for a universal constant C.

(2) A class of simple examples demonstrates that the bound given
in Lemma 5 for the shortest period is close to optimal in some
ranges. Specifically, given M and h0 with 1

2
log M ≤ h0 ≤ (1−

β) log M , there exists a shift of finite type Y with M symbols
and entropy h satisfying |h−h0| ≤ M−β containing no periodic
points of period less than Me1−h − C log M .

The examples consist of shifts of finite type of the following
form. The alphabet is {1, . . . , n} and for i < k, the vertex i is
connected only to i+1; the vertex k is connected to all vertices
j with j > k; and for i > k, i is connected to all vertices j with
j > i as well as to 1.

We conjecture that the above examples are extremal in the
sense that for given alphabet size M and minimum period k,
these examples maximize the entropy.

We would like to thank Julien Cassaigne for bringing these
examples to our attention.

Proof of Theorem 2 (Upper Bound). We first establish the upper bounds.
We deal separately with the cases of positive entropy and zero entropy.
We assume that the function f is Hölder continuous with Hölder ex-
ponent α so that |f(x)− f(y)| = O(d(x, y)α).
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We note that if g is cohomologous by a continuous transfer function
to f − C for some constant C (that is g = f − C + r − r ◦ T for a
continuous r), then g and f share the same minimizing measures and
further ∆f (N) = ∆g(N) for all N . The normal form result [9, 8, 1]
mentioned earlier states that there exists a C and a function g that is
cohomologous to f − C by a Hölder continuous transfer function with
the same exponent α such that g is non-negative, and the set on which
g takes the value 0 contains a non-empty subshift. Notice that for
any measure ν ∈ Minv(T ),

∫
f dν −

∫
f dµ =

∫
g dν −

∫
g dµ. We let

Y = {x : g(x) = 0} and observe that the set of minimizing measures
for g (and hence f) is precisely the set of invariant measures supported
on Y .

We assume first that Y has topological entropy 0. It follows that
given k > 0, there exists an n0 such that for all n ≥ n0, Y has less than
b2αn/kc legal words of length n. Now given any N ≥ 2αn0/k, let n =
b(k/α) log2 Nc so that Y has less than N words of length n. Now given
any point y in Y , it follows using the pigeonhole principle that there
exist 0 ≤ s < t ≤ N such that ys+n−1

s = yt+n−1
t . Letting p be the point

consisting of infinite concatenations of yt−1
s , we see that p has period at

most N . Since each subword of p of length n+1 agrees with a subword
of the same size in y and since g(T jy) = 0 for all j, it follows that for
each i ≥ 0, g(T ip) ≤ C2−αn so that

∫
g dµp ≤ C2−nα = O(N−k). This

shows that ∆(N) = O(N−k) as required.
In the case where the subshift Y has positive entropy h, we argue

as follows. Let k > 0 be given. For n > 0, we define a 1-step shift of
finite type Z(n), where the symbols are legal words of length n in Y
(i.e. the words defining cylinder sets of length n that intersect Y ). The
transition from u to v in Z(n) is allowed if the word uv of length 2n is a
legal word in Y . (Note that this is not the standard transition matrix
for the n-block recoding of a shift of finite type). Since the subshift of
finite type defined this way is a supersystem of T n acting on Y , the
entropy of the subshift exceeds nh. Since the topological entropy of Y
is h, the number of symbols in Z(n) is given by Kne

nh where Kn grows
at a subexponential rate. From Lemma 5, the shortest periodic orbit in
Z(n) is of period at most 1+Kne

nhe1−hn = 1+ eKn. Since each symbol
in Z(n) corresponds to a word of length n in the original shift space, such
an orbit corresponds to a periodic orbit in the original shift space of
period at most n(1 + eKn). Denote this function by H(n). Since H(n)
is subexponential, for all k, it is the case that H(dk log2 N/αe) ≤ N
for all large N .
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Now given a large N , let n = dk log2 N/αe. The above establishes
that Z(n) contains a periodic orbit corresponding to a periodic orbit p
in X of period at most N . We claim that any n-block in p is a legal
n-block in Y . To see this, note that if the n-block is one of the symbols
in Z(n), then this follows from the definition of the symbols, whereas if
the n-block is a sub-block of the concatenation of two symbols in Z(n),
the transition rules in Z(n) force the n-block to be legal in Y . It follows
that d(T ip, Y ) ≤ 2−n for each i, so that using the Hölder property of
g, ∆(N) ≤

∫
g dµp ≤ 2−αn. By the choice of n, this is bounded above

by N−k as required. �

3. Proof of the Lower Bound

The following idea and lemma is the basis for the lower bound in
Theorem 2.

Let W be a collection of words, all of the same length `. We denote
by W the collection of all (one-sided) infinite concatenations of words

in W and by XW the subshift
⋃`−1

i=0 T iW . A finite word vs−1
0 is said to

be legal in XW if there is an element x of XW such that xs−1
0 = vs−1

0 .
A number d > 0 is called a decoding length for W if given any finite

word yd−1
0 that is legal in XW , there is a unique t < ` such that there

exists a z ∈ W (not unique) such that yd−1
0 = zt+d−1

t . It follows that if
W has decoding length d, then knowing a section of a word x in XW of
length d is sufficient to determine the positions of the boundaries of the
atomic words (those in W ) in the infinite word x. Note that not every
collection of words has a decoding length (for example W = {01, 10}
has no decoding length. In fact, a compactness argument shows that W
has a decoding length if and only if T iW ∩T jW = ∅ for 0 ≤ i < j < `.

If d > 0 is a decoding length for W , then given an infinite word y
and any subword ys+d−1

s that is legal in XW , it follows there is a unique
t < ` such that there is a z ∈ W such that ys+d−1

s = zs+t+d−1
s+t . In this

case, t is called the offset of the word ys+d−1
s . (Note that t depends not

only on the block but also on its position in y.)

Lemma 6. Let W be a collection of words of length ` with decoding
length d and let y be a periodic point with period m < `. Then there
exists a subword yt . . . yt+d of length d + 1 that is not legal in XW .

Proof. Assume for a contradiction that every subword of y of length
d+1 is legal in XW . As observed above, each subword of y has a unique
offset of some size between 0 and `−1. Further, considering a subword
of size d + 1, ys+d

s , by assumption there is a z ∈ W and a t < ` such
that ys+d

s = zs+t+d
s+t . It follows that the words ys+d−1

s and ys+d
s+1 have the
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same offset t. Now by induction since all of the words of length d in
y have a unique offset and all adjacent words have the same offset, it
follows that all of the words in y have the same offset t. In particular,
the two equal words yd−1

0 and ym+d−1
m separated by one period of y have

the same offset t.
On the other hand, let z ∈ W be such that yd−1

0 = zt+d−1
t . If t ≥ m,

then since we also have ym+d−1
m = zt+d−1

t , we see that the offset of
ym+d−1

m is t − m which is a contradiction. If t < m, then construct a
new word z′ = wz ∈ W by concatenating on the left an element of W .
Then z′`+t+d−1

`+t = zt+d−1
t = yd−1

0 = ym+d−1
m so that ym+d−1

m has offset
`−m + t, which is less than ` and distinct from t, again contradicting
the uniqueness of the offset �

Proof of Theorem 2 (Lower Bound). Let h ≥ 0, M > eh and a se-
quence (an) be given with an = o(n−k) for each k. We are aiming to
build a minimal uniquely ergodic subshift X on M symbols with topo-
logical entropy h and a sequence (`i) such that defining the function
f(x) = d(x, X) gives ∆(`i − 1) > a`i−1 for all i. We note that such a
function f is Lipschitz and in particular lies in the intersection of the
Hölder classes with exponents α ≤ 1.

To construct X, we will recursively construct a sequence of sets of
words of increasing lengths. We will call the jth collection of words Wj.
The collection Wj will consist of Nj words of length `j. We shall let Xj

denote the one-sided subshift obtained by taking all shifts of arbitrary
infinite concatenations of words in Wj. Since each word in Wj will be
a concatenation of words in Wj−1, it follows that Xj ⊆ Xj−1. The
desired subshift X will then be the intersection of the Xj.

Throughout the recursion, we will have dj ≤ `j. The entropy of Xj

is given by hj = (log Nj)/`j. We shall arrange that h + 5−j ≤ hj ≤
h + 2(5−j) for all j so that the intersection has the required entropy.

To start the recursion, we have an alphabet consisting of M symbols.
We choose a k0 such that M > eh+3(5−k0 ). The first set will then be a
set Wk0 constructed as follows using a standard marker argument from
symbolic dynamics.

Note that since M > 1, the alphabet contains at least two symbols,
0 and 1 say. We will let U consist of all words of the form 10 . . . 01w,
where the initial block 10 . . . 01 is of length a (to be chosen), the words
w are of a fixed length b (also chosen below) and have the property
that they do not contain any subword that is equal to the initial block
10 . . . 01 of length a. We claim that there exist arbitrarily large a and
b such that

(1) |U | ≥ e(h+5−k0 )(a+b).
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Assuming this for now, we define Wk0 to be an arbitrary subset of U

consisting of de(h+5−k0 )(a+b)e words, set `k0 = dk0 = a + b. Since we
assumed that a and b may be arbitrarily large, we may take a and b
such that

(2)
h + 2

|U |
< 5−(k0+1).

To check that U (and hence Wk0) has decoding length a + b, we
suppose that x = T iz for z ∈ U and i < a+ b; and x′ = T i′z′ for z′ ∈ U
and i′ < a + b. Suppose further that xa+b−1

0 = x′a+b−1
0 . We need to

show that i = i′. To see this, note that if xj+a−1
j is the block 10 . . . 01

of length a where 0 < j < j + a ≤ a + b then by construction, we have
i = 0 if j = 0 or i = (a + b) − j otherwise. The same follows for x′

so that we have i = i′ as required. On the other hand, if the block
10 . . . 01 does not occur in xa+b−1

0 , then by construction of U , the block
occurs in x starting at the last occurrence of 1 in xa+b−1

0 . The same
applies to x′ and again we recover i = i′.

To show that it is possible to choose arbitrarily large a and b, such
that (1) holds, we argue as follows: first choose a such that the sub-
shift obtained by removing the fixed block of this length a has entropy
greater than h + 2(5−k0). The length b is then chosen so that inserting
copies of the fixed block at intervals of length b does not decrease the
entropy by more than 5−k0 (i.e. (a/(a + b))(h + 2(5−k0)) < 5−k0).

To perform the recursive step, suppose that Wj−1 has already been
determined. Choose mj so that the following conditions hold:

For all n > mj, we have an ≤ n−2(5j)−1/2;(3)

(log mj)/mj < 5−j; and(4)

mj > (h + 2)5j+1.(5)

We will now define an intermediate collection Vj of words consisting
of concatenations of words in Wj−1. Let wj−1 be a distinguished word
in Wj−1. We let Vj be the collection of all words u = ξ1ξ2 . . . ξNj−1mj

satisfying:

• ξi ∈ Wj−1 for each i;
• ξi = wj−1 for i = 1, . . . ,mj;
• Each word in Wj−1 appears exactly mj times in u

We can check that Vj consists of (mj(Nj−1 − 1))!/(mj!)
Nj−1−1 words

of length gj = mjNj−1`j−1 and we can verify that
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|Vj| ≥ N
mj(Nj−1−1)
j−1 e−mjm

−Nj−1/2
j e−Nj−1

= ehj−1`j−1mj(Nj−1−1)e−mjm
−Nj−1/2
j e−Nj−1

≥ exp

(
mjNj−1`j−1

(
hj−1 −

hj−1

Nj−1

− 1

`j−1Nj−1

− log mj

2mj`j−1

− 1

mj`j−1

))
≥ exp

(
gj

(
h + 4(5−j)− log mj

mj

))
≥ exp

(
gj(h + 3(5−j))

)
,

where for the third inequality, we used the observation that hj−1/Nj−1+
1/(Nj−1`j−1) ≤ 5−j (this is true when j = k0 + 1 by (2) and follows
from (5) for j > k0 +1) and hj−1 ≥ h+51−j; and for the last inequality,
we used condition (4).

Now from Vj, we extract Aj = dexp(5−jgj)e disjoint subcollections
Uj,0 . . . Uj,Aj−1, each consisting of Bj = dexp(gj(h + 5−j))e words in Vj.
As a further condition, we impose the following

Each of the N2
j−1 possible pairs of words in Wj−1 occur

as consecutive words in some element of
⋃
i

Uj,i.
(6)

This is easy to arrange since |Vj| is exponentially larger than |Wj−1|.
The jth collection of words Wj then consists of all possible concatena-
tions of one word from Uj,0 followed by a word from Uj,1 and so on up
to a word from Uj,Aj−1.

For the new alphabet, we have `j = AjmjNj−1`j−1, Nj = B
Aj

j so
that

hj = (log Nj)/`j = (log Bj)/gj ∈ [h + 5−j, h + 2(5−j)].

We claim that dj = 2gj = 2mjNj−1`j−1 is a decoding length for Wj.
To see this, let x ∈ Xj. By definition, we have x = T iz for some z ∈ W j

and i < `j. Suppose also that x
dj−1
0 = z′

i′+dj−1
i′ for some z′ ∈ W j and

i′ < `j. We need to show that i = i′.
Write i = egj − f , where f < gj. Notice that T fx = T egjz ∈ V j.

It follows that x
dj−1
f = z

i+dj−1
i+f and in particular, x

f+gj−1
f = z

(e+1)gj−1
egj .

Since z ∈ W j, this block belongs to Uj,e.

We also have however x
f+gj−1
f = z′

i′+f+gj−1
i′+f . Since x ∈ W j−1, it

follows from the fact that gj > dj−1 that i′ ≡ i (mod `j−1) as if not
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we could use z and z′ to produce a point in Wj−1 with two different
offsets. In particular, it follows that T i′+fz′ ∈ W j−1.

Now we see that z′
i′+f+gj−1
i′+f consists of mj consecutive wj−1’s followed

by the remainder of a word in Uj,e. Since z′ ∈ W j, this uniquely
identifies the position of T i′+fz′ within the sequence of Wj blocks. It
follows that i′ + f = egj = i + f so that i = i′, hence showing that dj

is a decoding length for Wj.
This completes the recursive construction of the Xj and hence by

taking an intersection, the construction of X is complete. The inequal-
ities for the entropy of the Xj demonstrate that X has the required
entropy. Let f(x) = d(x, X) so that f is a non-negative Lipschitz
function that vanishes on X (and nowhere else).

We now check that ∆(`j −1) > a`j−1. To see this, let y be a periodic

point in W N
0 of period at most `j − 1. Since Wj consists of words of

length `j and has decoding length dj, we see from Lemma 6 that y must

contain a subword y
s+dj
s of length dj + 1 that is not legal in Xj and

hence not legal in the subsystem X. It follows that f(T s(y)) ≥ 2−dj−1

so that the average value of f along the orbit of y is at least 2−dj−1/`j.

From the definition of dj, we see that 2−dj = A
−2(5j)
j ≥ `

−2(5j)
j so that∫

f dµy ≥ (1/2)`
−2(5j)−1
j ≥ a`j−1 using condition (3).

To see that X is minimal, let x ∈ X and consider a block x0 . . . x`.
Let `j−1 > `. Then since x ∈ Xj−1, the block is contained in the
concatenation of at most two words from Wj−1. By condition (6),
there is a word in Wj containing the given block. This word appears
in any word in X of length 2`j+1 so that each orbit is dense in X.

Finally for unique ergodicity, observe that any word in Wj−1 occurs
between (n − 1)mj times and (n + 1)mj times in any block of length
n`j so that the rate of occurrence converges uniformly to mj/`j. �

Proof of Corollary 3. If T is either a C2 expanding map or an Axiom
A diffeomorphism restricted to a hyperbolic set, then T is Hölder con-
tinuously semiconjugate to a shift space. Since distances in the original
space are bounded above by a power of the distance in the shift space,
the upper bounds obtained above on the shift space are sufficient to
give an upper bound in the original space.

For the lower bounds, by restricting to a suitable subshift, one can
ensure that the shift is conjugate to a totally disconnected set in the
original space. Working in the same manner as above on this subshift,
one obtains the lower bounds in the original space. �
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